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A word from Mydrim Gallery
Mydrim Gallery is exhibiting the works of ten talented artists painting in oil, acrylic
and pastel in its third series of GENERATIONS: THE FUTURE MASTERS.
The series was the idea of one of Nigeria's master artists, Abiodun Olaku, who was
concerned about the declining standards of draughtmanship and skills amongst
young artists. His objective was to create a platform which in Olaku’s words would
enable “the underprivileged, stied younger generation artists in the brand
crystallization process to showcase their unadulterated creative prowress in its
purity”.
In this group exhibition featuring carefully selected pieces, the artists have been able
to portray everyday life and issues in their own peculiar styles.
We are very pleased to have been part of the artists' various journeys and to have
witnessed how their works have evolved over the past three years.
Looking forward, we believe the artist will improve their skills and broaden their
scope so that they will indeed become our future master.
Sinmidele Adesanya
Curator

Generations: The Future Masters Series 3 showcases some
treasures of the future
A review of the fundamental principles of ne art in different cultures and regions over two centuries has
revealed that its foundation and true essence has remained in a greater part unchanged. It has usually set the
pace for other disciplines such as architecture, music, poetry and fashion.
Many top art institutions such as museums, galleries and auction houses across the world still promote this
traditional form of art from which they generate substantial revenue. Fine art paintings have outlived quite a
number of other visual expressions in the last two centuries of radical and rebellious developments.
Movements such as impressionism, expressionism, cubism rebelled against classicism and renaissance
paintings but still maintained the basic principles of ne art.
This exhibition - Generations: The Future Masters Series is the idea of two formidable organisations in the
visual arts space – Mydrim Gallery with over 25 years' experience in the promotion of the visual arts and 40
years of mentorship of young artists by the Universal Studios of Art (USA) at the National Arts Theatre,
Iganmu, Lagos. This exhibition series was the idea of Mr. Abiodun Olaku, one of the founding members of the
USA and all 10 participating artists have been informally mentored at the studio at some stage of their career.
Equally important is the exhibiting space's repute. The overall value of art is almost lost if patronage and
presentation are not properly articulated in galleries. Apart from being one of the oldest art galleries in
Lagos, Mydrim Gallery, led by Mrs. Sinmidele Adesanya has always been in the forefront of new ideas. The
gallery through its sale of art as well as various exhibitions and projects has been able to promote the
traditional ideals of ne arts by talented Nigerian artists. The 10 participating artists (future masters) are
indeed lucky to be beneciaries of this alliance of Mydrim Gallery and USA.
Chinedu Uzoma, Damilola Opedun, Emeka Nwagbara, Ezekiel Osifeso, Olajide Salako, Olufemi Oyewole,
Oluwafunke Oladimeji, Opeyemi Olukotun, Segun Fagorusi and Raji Mohammed are the exhibiting artists of
Generations: The Future Masters Series 3.
In 'The Search', Uzoma's clearly uses the pallette knife and the brush to paint the portrait of a woman looking
at a dove in vibrant colours yet is skillfully able to achieve a soothing and calming effect Despite the capture
of multi-dimensional source of lights, Uzoma's palette exposes the index outlet by illuminating the subject
from above.
Opedun in his paintings shares his experiences of his humanitarian project at Makoko, a low income coastal
community in Lagos an generate empathy for the fragile lives in the community.
Nwagbara broadens his art vocabulary with a touch of minimalism thus strengthening his past themes, as
apparent in the ‘The Lobby Series’. In his gurative work like 'The Prognosis of Gele series (I and II)
Nwagbara expresses the rich Nigerian culture..

Osifeso's strength lies in his use of broad strokes to create an impressionist touch. More pronounced is
Osifeso's articulation of space, as expressed in 'Silent Anticipation' and 'Strategic Positioning'.
Salako's gurative paintings and photo-nish effect in pieces like 'Contemplation', 'Oge' and
'Apprehension' will likely put the artist on critics' spotlight.
Oladimeji is the only lady in the group exhibition. She steps up her spotlight effects on water and skyline –
a technique that dominates all the pieces she shows in this exhibition. In her painting 'Serenity', she
captures in great depth the brilliant skyline.
Olukotun delves into the complex rendition of mobility by focusing on commercial motorcycles
popularly known as 'okada' used to navigate trafc in the urban city of Lagos. His paintings document this
period in the story of Lagos' transportation system.
In the streetscape titled 'Gone Like Yesterday' by Oyewole, the artist's subtle use of monochromatic
colours on textured canvas creates a fresh impression. More fascinating about this piece is his wideangled capture of the unmistakable Lagos urban settings, showing various scenes such as the Lagos yellow
buses. This may just be one of the last recordings of this soon-to-be phased out means of transportation
in the city.
Despite being a realism representation painter, Mohammed Raji's brush strokes and dramatic use of
colours in his portrayal of light and dark themes is what the viewer cannot help but connect with as seen in
'The Wait' and 'Prepping for Nightfall'.
In empathy with the challenges faced by elderly women in rural areas, Fagorusi comes into this exhibition
with paintings on dignity of labour. 'Iya Alaro', celebrates the vibrant coloured traditional Yoruba fabric
designs made and worn by the women – in support of the local textile market which is fast being wiped
out by importation of foreign fabrics.
As the last Generations: The Future Masters Series in this format, the current exhibition is very signicant
because it features the early works of future masters. In the near future when the history of the second
decade of 21st century Nigerian art is being told, I foresee that the paintings in this exhibition would have
become valuable collectibles.
As art patrons privileged to visit this exhibition, you must indeed be part of this unfolding of great
treasures of the future.
Enjoy and appreciate the future treasures.
Tajudeen Sowole
A Lagos-based Art Critic and Art Adviser.

Chinedu Uzoma
Chinedu Uzoma is a painter and a
draughtsman based in Lagos. He undertook
his apprenticeship at the Universal Studios of
Art prior to his academic training. In 2014,
he graduated from Lagos State Polytechnic
with a Distinction in Painting. His creative
process is greatly in uenced by nature,
philosophy and the human anatomy.
He remains a practising artist in Lagos,
Nigeria.

In search, 30 x 30 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
The true source of everything is God and our enquiry admist
strident and confronting circumstances should be directed to
Him; the creator. As we delve into matters that affect us beyond
our control, God will come to our aid when we ask Him to.

Reap joy, 28 x 30 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
Joy, a facial accessory we must wear if we desire a robust
wellbeing. Joy as a scarce divine commodity in certain people has
been responsible for the ying tales of suicide. It costs absolutely
nothing to be truly joyful. Irrespective of what goes wrong around,
you can be sustained by joy, and then your harvest of good things
will come.

The bargain, 30 x 28 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
This piece conveys more than its obvious visual content. There is a
price that life demands of us if we must be commuted to our
various destinations. The farther you desire to go, the higher the
price you pay. Give what is required and you will be taken to your
desired end. Life is full of bargains and nothing happens by
chance.

Interpenetration, 18 x 24 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Makoko is a coastal community situated in Lagos with its ills still largely invisible to most of
the city's residents. A community surrounded by horrors yet its people, especially the
children habour beauty and hope.
The artist shares his personal experiences as well as the stories of the occupants of the
community. His aim is to be a voice that brings awareness of the horrid living conditions
that these occupants experience daily, with the hope of empowering and transforming
their lives.

Damilola Opedun
Opedun was born in Ibadan, Oyo State. He studied Art
and Design at the Auchi Polytechnic, Edo State where he
graduated with a Higher National Diploma in Painting
and emerged as the best student in 2010.
Opedun has featured in several national and international
publications. His works have also received international
recognition and awards.
He has participated in several group exhibitions in
Nigeria. His works are in private collections around the
world.

The works introduce the audience to the physical and emotional realities of Makoko and
the children that dwell there.
In the early mornings, the men who are mostly shermen prepare their boats in the fog for
their shing expedition hoping to bring in a great catch to give their wives who trade at the
local market.
The children who have been faced with the horrors from birth wear pure-hearted smiles
that hide their troubles as they struggle to survive another day. They help their fathers
prepare the boats in the morning and bid them goodbye eager for their return with the
great catch. They also go to the market to assist their mothers. Others are engaged in
transpiration of residence and visitors in their assigned boat, thereby earning an honest
living while contributing to their community. They are the future leaders of the community
and must be armed with the knowledge to attain greater heights.

Gratitude, 18 x 24 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018

Focus, 34 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018

Jacob’s World, 40 x 65 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018

The beloved I (Series), 24 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019

Light of Hope, 18 x 24 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018

The beloved II (Series), 24 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019

Water and re, 40 x 65 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018

The beloved III, (Series), 24 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019

Meeting place, 40 x 65 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018

Emeka Nwagbara
Emeka Nwagbara was born born July 9, 1969, in Abia State, Nigeria.

The prognosis of gele I, 30 x 40 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019

He is a self-taught contemporary Nigerian artist whose passion fuelled his
transition from the banking sector into full-time studio practice.

This is a gradual metamorphosis of his original style of painting
the traditional Yoruba head tie “Gele” into something less
representational.

Nwagbara was mentored by renowned artists Edosa Ogiugo, Abiodun
Olaku, (at the Universal Studios of Art) and Ejoh Wallace.
He established his full time studio practice in 2005. A multimedia artist,
Nwagbara works in oil, pastel, pencil and charcoal. He has indeed proven
that art is a career choice that requires latent talent and continuous
development of skills.
Nwagbara has been engaged in a number of high pro le art projects and
commissions. His works have been exhibited in several group shows
nationally and internationally. st in Lagos, Nigeria.

The prognosis of gele II, 27.5 x 35.5 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Lobby Series - we are family, 28 x 36 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
This is another of the artist's ongoing series of paintings of lobbies in our corporate, entertainment
and residential buildings as well as the activities in these places.

Lobby Series IV - at the lobby, 30 x 40 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019

Gele series - White gele, 36 x 44 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
The Gele series is currently in its fth year since its debut.
This is a painting of the typical fun loving West-African women dress alike in their traditional out
ready to attend an party. The headgear “Gele” in Yoruba tradition is very important and dramatic part
of the outt. The dressing process is in itself a bonding event, as the women assist one another in tying
their head-tie, the end result are these beautiful ladies in their elegant outt.

Ezekiel Osifeso
Osifeso was born in Lagos in 1992. He studied Visual
Arts, specializing in Painting at the Department of Creative
Arts at the University of Lagos. where he graduated in
2014. He completed the Students' Industrial Work
Experience Scheme (SIWES) at the Universal Studios of Art
where he was mentored by Abiodun Olaku, Joshua
Nmesirionye and Ejoh Wallace. In 2015.
He has participated in various group exhibitions in Lagos
and Abuja.

Bewildered, 30 x 36 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
Times have changed, new seasons are here. Wonderful times with wonderful
occurrences, times when "wonders shall never end" is prevalent, what the
Yoruba tribe will call "Iyanu" which literally means "the opening wide of the
mouth". Many things that occur in our generation can make the strings holding
the buccal cavity loosen. We cannot but look in absolute bewilderment at the
level of moral decadence in both social and political spheres. A day will never
pass without a moment when you open your mouth wide and say "AHH!".

Madonna of the west, 24 x 30 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
Inspired by the model's heritage and her features, particularly, her
eyes; the artist adopted the word Madonna meaning "beautiful
lady" as well as “West” which signies the region of Nigeria where
the model geographically originates from.
Hence, the title "Madonna of the West".

Silent Anticipation, 28 x 32 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
Moments arise when we are faced with situations that are beyond our
grasp. We close our eyes having too many things to say and too little to
utter, our mouths made too heavy to speak, and our hearts pounding
with requests. In those moments, only the silence whispers of our heart
and mind resonates in anticipation of a miracle.

Moment of truth, 35.5 x 41.5 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
In our unending toil in this vast space called earth, we put things in place for satisfaction,
protection, and security. However, one thing remains constant: when we close our eyes
to sleep, all security is gone left in the hands of time and chance; even the most valued
treasure we hold in our hands is abandoned without care. This state is the “Moment of
truth”; all we depend on cannot secure us when we sleep. All remains vanity.

Strategic Positioning, 29.25 x 35.25, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
The Yorubas will say "ona kan o wo 'ja" that is; there are many routes that
leads to the market. Contextually, it expresses the belief of being a “jack of
all trades”. This woman is being strategic as she deploys her strength into
two important trades with the hope of gaining on all sides.

Olajide Salako
He is a painter who obtained his National
Certi cate of Education (NCE) at Adeniran
Ogunsanya College of Education, Ijanikin, Lagos
in 2009. Salako trained under master artists at
the prestigious Universal Studios of Art. He is
currently a full-time studio artist and has
participated in several group exhibitions.
He is a member of the Society of Nigerian Artists
(SNA), Universal Studios of Art, National Art
Theatre Lagos and the Plein-air Society of Nigeria.

Oge, 38 x 43.8 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Oge is a painting of two ladies dressing up for an event. It captures a lady who is fully aware
of her beauty while her acquaintance looks on awe.

Apprehension, 30 x 36 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018
Apprehension is a symbolic painting that captures two young chaps at night with looks of uncertainty and
fear of the unknown written all over their faces . Not certain of what the future bears for them as a result of
the upheaval and the unpredictability in the society today on virtually all fronts.

Contemplation, 40 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Contemplation is a painting of a lady engross in deep thoughts while
she xes her scarf. There appears to be issues on her mind that need
sorting out.

Royal Apparel II, 47.9 x 35 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Royal apparel reects three ladies of royal ancestry in similar costumes, getting dressed to attend an
event. This captures the distinctive scenery in a royal household when there is a special ceremony to be
attended. The beautiful and colourful apparels are usually set aside to be worn to these ceremonies.

Omosalewa (Demo), 21 x 17 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Omosalewa is the portrait of a pretty maiden in a pensive mood.

Odunayo (Demo), 17 x 21 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Meditation, 23,5 x 16.5 inches, Conte on paper, 2018

Supplication, 36 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Supplication is the story that revolves around the traditional way of worship. The painting depicts a girl
presenting an offering to the Supreme Being. This is a typical traditional way of offering appeasement
to the Supreme Being to atone for an act of misdemeanor - it is an appeal for forgiveness of a sin or
solution to a problem.

Oluwafunke Oladimeji
Oluwafunke was born in Lagos in1988. She graduated with a B.A
(Bachelor of Arts) degree from Ekiti State University in 2013. She
then served her internship programme at the Universal Studios of Art,
National Theatre, Lagos, under the supervision of Abiodun Olaku.
Her work has been greatly in uence by the style, technique and
philosophy of her mentor.
Landscape and activities in the city are the main themes of our
works.
Oluwafunke is a member of the Universal Studios of Art and the
Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA). Her works have featured in several
group exhibitions and auctions.

Business District, 24 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas (Pallette Knife), 2019
‘Business District’ captures the Central Business District of Lagos, a beehive of commercial
activities. It captures the petty trading that takes place at night after the close of formal
business. The traders attract patronage in various innovative ways.

Serenity, 23.5 x 31.5 inches, Oil on canvas (Pallete knife), 2019
Serenity captures the calmness that exists in rural communities. It portrays a typical day in a village with
little or no pollution, vehicular trafc and other atmospheric conditions that are prominent in the big
cities. The purity of the air is quite a nourishing compliment to the environment.

Fishermen's quarter's, 24 x 32 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Fishermen's Quarters depicts the shermen men in the coastal community of Makoko, in Lagos. At the
end of a working day, the shermen retire to share their experiences of the day and get their well
desired rest.

Twilight Hustle I, 30 x 48 inches, Oil on canvas (Pallette knife), 2019
This painting captures the activities of shermen along the coastal communities in Lagos. It portrays a
typical evening setting with the shermen trying to make more catches before sunset.

The Council, 24 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas (Pallette knife), 2019
The Council tells the story of clusters of nomads discussing issues that are of importance to them and
others at large. It is a portrayal of roving entrepreneurs in a transit camp at night.

The terminus, 20 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas (Pallette knife), 2019
This painting tells the story of the one of the harbours in Lagos. It portrays the end of activities for the day
as the sunsets and the boats return to the dock.

Twilight Hustle II, 36 x 30 inches, Oil on canvas (Pallette knife), 2019
Twilight Hustle II captures a typical market scene found throughout the metropolis of
Lagos. It tells a beautiful story of how a same space serves different purposes to
commuters and traders.

LAGOS NIGHT MARKET
Lagos has long been known as the undisputed commercial capital of Nigeria. The scale of commercial
activities is such that you nd all manner of outlets for business transactions at every nook and cranny of
the heavily populated metropolis. This is in spite of efforts by the government to regulate and curb the
excesses of those engaged in any form of business by the roadside or unallocated commercial areas.
The government has been involved in a running battle with street traders, especially those who operate
at night and often clog up the roadsides, thus creating or worsening trafc congestion which is a big
problem in the state.
Government had tried to tackle the menace by building more markets and lock-up shops, believing that
many roadside traders will seize the opportunity to operate in designated commercial areas.
It will however appear that the success recorded from this was short-lived as evidence suggests that
roadside trading, together with its night-time variant, is presently back in full force in Lagos.

Opeyemi Olukotun
Opeyemi Matthew is a graduate of Fine and Applied Art
from Ladoke Akintola University of Technology,
Ogbomoso.
He did a two-year internship at the Universal Studios of
Art, National Theatre, Iganmu, Lagos.
His works primarily present the human expressions and
anatomy in colourful and plausible forms.
Opeyemi believes that his style is still evolving even though
he remains keen on using his art to highlight the different
forms and values humans embody. .

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS
Facial expressions can explain a lot about what's going on in one's mind. As humans, we are able to
express our emotions through our words as well as actions. Our body language sometimes becomes a
giveaway to the real emotions going through our minds. Our eyes, the slight tremor of our lips, the
crumpling nose all unconsciously express our hidden emotions.
OKADA
As more companies and factories go into extinction, a greater percentage of the workforce, who are
daily being thrown into the unemployment market, have launched themselves into the “okada”
business – a business that guarantees them instant prot and it is an all-comer's affair. It is so because
anybody can venture into the business at any time. They are emboldened because all they need is to get
hold of a motorcycle and immediately hit the road.
There are different types of people engaged in okada business. Majority of them are a disengaged
labour force who have no other way to fend for themselves and their families. Then there are many
others who are either school dropouts, who don't want to venture into any other business ventures other
than to mount an okada. Some ndings indicate that there is a signicant relationship between okada
riders and poverty reduction as okada is increasingly becoming an alternative form of employment for
members of the society.

Customer come II, 24 x 48 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

My change, 24 x 36 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Matters Arising, 24 x 30 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Survival II, 18 x 24 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
Survival, 24 x 30 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Onome II, 12 x 16 inches, Pastel, 2019

Eunice, 12 x 16 inches, Pastel, 2018

Ajoke, 12 x 16 inches, Pastel, 2018

In the world where knowledge ows in abundance, art regardless of style or medium used in its
execution should preach cultural aesthetics while displaying contemporary inuences.
Oyewole's works have evolved from classical rendition of urban landscapes, architecture,
pictorial compositions and lifestyle, to an in-depth interpretation of traditional African Art
forms through the manipulations of the elements and principles of art and design.
Part of Oyewole's process before he begins painting is to wildly research about the idea(s) he is
about to recreate on canvas. With every work, he seeks to breathe life into a long forgotten
culture so that its designs, ideas, innovations, and lifestyle are meaningfully represented on the
canvas or wood panels. He states that the challenge as with any recreated moment from the
past is to not misrepresent the moment but instead capture it in all its former glory. His artwork
speaks not only for him but for people who are usually silenced.

Olufemi Oyewole
Oyewole obtained NCE from the Federal College of Education,
Technical, Akoka, Lagos State in 2006. He proceeded to study Fine
and Applied Arts at the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria
where he graduated with a B.A Degree in Fine Art, (Painting) in
2012. In 2018, he obtained his Masters Degree (MSA Painting) in
Fine Arts from the same university.
He has participated in several group exhibitions in Nigeria and the
United States of America.
He is a member of the Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA), the
International Watercolour Society of Nigeria, Plein-Air Society of
Nigeria and associate member of the Universal Studios of Art.

He not only captures the images with his brushes; but rather, with careful, colourful designs and
lines, he aims to connect the sentimental domain of the society with the aesthetically pleasing
periods that once existed.

Gone like yesterday, 42 x 60 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Same story, 36 x 40 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
In wait, 30 x 40 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Table for two, 24 x 36 inches, (Diptych) I, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

She is back, 36 x 40 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Contemplation, 24 x 36 inches, (Diptych) I, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Raji Mohammed
Raji was born in Lagos, Nigeria in1986. A painter who works with
different media ranging from oil, acrylic, charcoal, pastel, pen and
graphite. He is inspired by Nigerian and foreign masters as well as
everyday rituals and endeavours.
In 2008, Raji graduated from Adeniran Ogunsanya College of
Education, Otto-Ijanikin where he studied Fine and Applied Art,
majoring in painting. He further obtained a B.Sc. (ED) in Art
Education from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka in 2015.
Raji brie y served his apprenticeship at the Universal Studios of Art
(U.S.A.) at the National Arts Theatre, Iganmu, Lagos and A.S.
Ebenezer Art Studio from 2008 to 2010.
He has one independent exhibition as well as several group
exhibitions to his credit.
He currently lives and works in Lagos, Nigeria.

Evening Light III (Preparation series), 20 x 24 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019
Her brown skin shone beautifully as the soft evening light illuminated her room.
The golden sunset had variegated her face, that was all the makeup she
needed to look stunning for her lover that night. She complimented nature's gift
with her bright red scarf and some lovely jewelry. That night was like many
others and the evening light was there to help.

The Wait (Connection series), Oil on canvas (Impasto), 50 x 53cm, 2019
The three Tuaregs now wait for their colleagues to join them. They must be
patient, yet look for a suitable place to make a re to outwit the cold night, then
they would all "head home", at least to anywhere they could lay their heads till
sunrise again.

Prepping for night fall V (Illumination series),
13 x 20 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
Night fall means darkness spreading over a place which was some hours
before lled with light. Night fall means you cannot see the way ahead except
you hold up a light. Darkness means you are restricted from doing what you
planned to do in the light.
Light has always been the better option. Therefore, we would make ready the
lanterns and candles, whenever we can. We would prepare for night fall before
night falls.

My little thought (Expectation series),
18 x 27.5 inches, Oil on canvas, 2018
Children's minds are lled with unbelievable thoughts which births endless
questions. Their ever curious minds shape most of their thoughts, actions and
reactions, so maybe her "little thought" wouldn't be so little when she lets out all
she is thinking.
Young ones are unarguably amazing beings who we should guide and guard
through the course of their formative years with so much love and attention.
Seeking their "little thoughts" on certain issues, answering their numerous
questions, or at least trying to, would help build their intelligence and spur them
on to be inquisitive adults.

Evening Light IV (Maiden series),
18 x 26 inches, Acrylic on canvas, 2019

Yellow Serenity II (Yellow scarf series), 14 x 17 inches, oil on canvas, 2019
Warm communion IV (intercession series),
17.5 x 24 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019
There is an undescribably warm feeling one may have watching a little girl pray.
At that time nothing else matters but what she is muttering, words lled with
passion, childish yet resonating hope.
Sometimes, children tend to have more faith in their prayers being answered
than adults who may have been robbed of their faith by life's experiences.

We sometimes use colours to communicate our mood. The yellow headscarf
depicts calmness, brightness and positivity.

Segun Fagorusi
Born in Lagos, Nigeria, Segun Fagorusi is a drafter and painter. He graduated
from Obafemi Awolowo University with a BA in Fine and Applied Arts. He also
holds a Master's degree in African Visual Arts from the University of Ibadan.
Fagorusi uses his art to document the issues that affect the people in his
immediate environment. His paintings are also used to spark discourse in
relation to the economic, political and socio-cultural status of the nation.
His recent works have focused on elderly people in Nigeria and the deteriorating
living conditions that most of them are being subjected to.
He paints in oil, chalk, pastel and acrylic.
He has participated in several group exhibitions.
Fagorusi's works can be found in private collections within and outside Nigeria.

Who Knows?, 48 x 48 inches, Oil on canvas, 2019

Iya Alaro, 30 x 50 inches, Oil and acrylic on canvas, 2019
Kampala and Adire are popular fabrics in Nigeria. However, their producers are usually anonymous; they operate in inconspicuous locations and are usually in oblivion as against their foreign counterparts who
produce Ankara fabrics. Names like Vlisco, Hollandis, Star wax, and a host of many others are popularly associated with Ankara fabrics. What brand name comes to mind with regards to Kampala?
Iya Alaro celebrates the efforts of anonymous women who make these beautiful fabrics that we continually adorn ourselves with.

Uncertain, 30 x 40 inches, Oil and acrylic on canvas, 2019
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